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James Russell Gray,
Investigator.
January 17, 1938.

Interview with L. F. Wieneke.
Hartahorne, Oklahoma.

I was born in Indiana, and my folks- were .Germans.

I was a machinist for seven years there in Indiana be-

fore I came to the Territory in 1901,

I worked at Wilburton as a machinist for about a

year; then in 1902 I was made foreman in the machine

shop at Mine No. 1 at Hartshorne. I worked a lot at

a lathe, shaping and drawing iron into tools and as

parts for the boilers, etc. I made a lot of my own

tools, and I remember I used to have to make parts

for the.pumps down in the mine. Right at first we

used steam power to run our pulleys and lathes in the
V - . • '

shop.

Along in 1903 old No. 1 was closed down and

about the same time No. 8 was sunk a mile or so north

west of it, down in the same workings. The machine

shop at Mo. 1 was kept right in the saine place, though,

and we did work for all the Rock Island mines around
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town. It was abput this time, too, that the Hock

Island Railway Company took over the lease of Choc-
D

taw, Oklahoma* and Gulf Company,and began the

operation of the mines.

I remember I was working late at the shop"on©

night; I heard something hammering and went to see

what it was. It was the watchman tacking up a sign.

"Did you know you are now working for another company?"

he asked A>kingly. That was the first I knew about

the change.

Along about that time some company official got

the idea of putting in a "brackette11 plant. That was

built about twenty feet east of the machine shop at

No. 1. Slack coal, a sort of coal dust, was baked in

an oven with coal tar; it was compressed into little

bricks about the size of a biscuit. These little

bricks made good fuel, and were sold to northern markets,'

but for some reason the plant was abandoned after it

had been in. operation only a few years.*
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Tha machine shop' at old No. 1, together with a

•storeroom for mining supplies and a mule barn, was

kept in operation until the mines were closed down

in 1933. The force there was cut to the minimun,

though.
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